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1: HARRY POTTER AND THE CHAMBER OF SECRETS 1st Edition 1st Printing HB W/DJ First | eBay
Pictures of the true first edition of Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone (U.S.) by J.K. Rowling. Includes identificaton
criteria and points of issue to help collectors identify the original book.

This post is dedicated to the modern fiction phenomenon that is the Harry Potter series. Yet it is often difficult
to know which books are the wise choices to collect and this post will hopefully help give a bit more
information on collecting the Harry Potter books. Below is some information of values, editions and more.
This may not guarantee value but it will mean that the book is at least an early edition. Read on to find out
more. Whilst many sellers will list the Celebratory edition seen left, below as a first edition, it is only a first
edition of that specific type. This edition was in fact printed three years after the original first edition. As seen
below, the book is a first edition i. This can be seen from the all important number line at the bottom of the
print details page. If the number line shows then you have a first edition. The number line below is for the first
Celebratory edition. Still a good amount but a far cry from the what the true firsts can achieve. The title page
may appear the same for all four versions of first editions - the Celebratory, the Ted Smart and the True first.
This denotes the book to be a later impression and so generally worth far less than the Young Wizard editions.
Again there are the same four different versions being the Ted Smart edition, the Celebratory edition, the
Deluxe edition and the True first. This pattern actually runs throughout the series. The Goblet of Fire This
book has a special variation to the others, unique to this book only. The first edition was actually printed by
two publishers - Clays as are all the HP books and the rarer Omnia press. The Omnia editions were estimated
to represent a third of all first editions. An important change with this book from the others is that the First
Edition was far more printed than all the previous editions - partly to boost initial hardback sales. This pattern
increases throughout the series meaning later editions are almost always firsts! The last book in the series that
is worth collecting for any value at all. The Half Blood Prince Shown below is a paperback edition for
diversity. The Deathly Hallows This may have been the best selling Harry Potter book but that also meant
more First Editions were printed and so firsts are rarely worth more than the standard later impressions.
Thanks for reading - I hope this guide helped you in some small way! Please share or thumbs up if you can - it
all helps Thanks!
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2: Harry Potter First Edition First Print | eBay
Picture of the first edition Scholastic Press boards for Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows (U.S.). Picture of the back
dust jacket flap for the first edition of Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows (U.S.).

Some content in this article is derived from information featured in Harry Potter and the Cursed Child , and, as
such, spoilers will be present. Keep calm and keep the secrets! This article is not part of the Harry Potter
universe. This article covers a subject that is part of the real world, and thus should not be taken as a part of
the Harry Potter universe. Several classrooms move floors mysteriously between books and these are the least
serious continuity errors! Most of the fansites will point you in the direction of my mistakes. But the essentials
remain consistent from book to book because the story has been plotted for a long time and it is clear in my
mind. Rowling on the errors within the franchise [1] Below is a list of mistakes that occur in the Harry Potter
book series, such as plot holes and typos. Some of these mistakes were fixed in later editions of the same
book. The cover art of the original UK edition depicts another train beside the Hogwarts Express. It is very
unclear how much time goes by between certain events on 31 October and 1 November. However, Hagrid
arrives on the motorbike late to Privet Drive when it is "nearly midnight" the next day, having not spoken to
Dumbledore since he went to go pick Harry up. As the chapter depicts a whole day between when James and
Lily died and when Hagrid arrives at Privet Drive, Hagrid and Harry are missing, or unaccounted for, for
nearly 24 hours. Dumbledore says that he passed through several parties to get to Little Whinging, even
though he apparently got there by Apparition , a direct form of transport, judging from his sudden appearance
next to Minerva McGonagall. He could have apparated several times to go to many parties â€” possibly in
order to lose anyone such as Death Eaters who might have been following him. It is also possible he walked or
flew most of the way, and only decided to Apparate a very short distance to Privet Drive, though what motive
he would have for this is unknown. The snake may have instead contracted his facial muscles around his eyes
to appear to wink, though the possibility of even this is debatable. But in in the real world, that date was a
Wednesday. It is amended in later editions. This mistake was fixed in later editions of the book. In later
editions of the book this has been corrected. This error was, however, amended in later editions. The air in the
tunnels of the Gringotts vaults is described as getting colder when you go deeper into the earth. However, in
theory, it should get hotter as you go deeper as once you get below a level where the temperature depends
heavily on the weather at the surface, the geothermal gradient takes over and it gets hotter as you go deeper.
Of course, there may be enchantments in place to account for this discrepancy. However, Little Whinging is in
Surrey , south of London , so he should have travelled from Victoria or Waterloo; trains from Paddington head
to the west. Although, she may have been pretending to be startled in order to distance herself from the
magical world. On page 79, the closing quotation mark is missing right after Hermione tells Harry about the
books he is in. Professor McGonagall then calls out the names of four more students. During the Sorting
ceremony , Sally-Anne Perks is sorted before Harry but in Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix , when
everyone in fifth year are being called in alphabetical order to take their practical O. It should actually have
been Sally-Anne Perks, but because many students were pulled out of the school that year, it is possible that
Sally-Anne was cut out. When Harry first meets Nicholas de Mimsy-Porpington , the ghost says how he has
not eaten in nearly years. Yet he had, at the time, already been dead for 99 years longer than that. This was
fixed in later editions of the book. The next day would have been a Sunday, yet classes began. Charlie
attended Hogwarts from - , and so had only just graduated as Harry arrived â€” Harry filled the seeker vacancy
left by Charlie. It is possible Charlie, while still at school, had left the Quidditch team a few years before
actually leaving Hogwarts. The logical move would be for every student to stay in the Great Hall, do a roll
call, and send teachers to go and look for missing students. However, earlier in the book it is mentioned that
Astronomy classes take place every Wednesday at midnight which means that they are presumably skipping
class, and the other students should not be asleep. This error was corrected to Saturday in later editions of the
book. Through the Trapdoor During the match against the giant chess set , Ron says "Well, Harry, you take
the place of that bishop, and Hermione, you go next to him instead of that castle". Except the castle is next to
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the knight, not the bishop. Also in the match, Harry was acting as the bishop. His last move was to move three
spaces to the left. However, in real chess bishops can only move diagonally. At the beginning of the same
match, Ron is the knight in the giant chess set. It later says that he had to "move ahead one" so that the Queen
could take him, opening the path for Harry to checkmate the king, and win the match. If he were a knight, he
would only be able to move either ahead one, and sideways two, or ahead two, and sideways one. It is
possible, however, that "one" was meant as one move, rather than one space. The smallest bottle holds the
potion for the black fire, and it only contains enough for one person. If this is so, then it is unknown how
Quirrell got to the Mirror of Erised in the first place. However, it could have been that Lily had simply
forgotten to mention this to her. Then she says, "and you two" glaring at Ron and Fred, but it should say
George since she has already yelled at Fred. This error was corrected in later editions of the book. This error
was fixed in later editions of the same book. The Whomping Willow When Harry and Ron arrive at Hogwarts
in the flying Ford Anglia , a scene which takes place on September 1 , , they are told that they had been seen
by Muggles in various locations, including the " Post Office Tower ". But due to a change of ownership, the
tower has actually been called the BT Tower since However, in the first book at the start of term feast he says
he has not eaten for nearly years, which would imply that this is how long he has been dead. However, when
Harry sees the writing on the wall outside her bathroom, he is on the second floor. It remains unknown how
Moaning Myrtle never notices Ginny visiting her bathroom, or the pipe door opening, or the Basilisk coming
through her bathroom. The Duelling Club When Harry speaks Parseltongue to the snake during his duel with
Draco , everyone hears him hissing. Therefore, when Harry hears the Basilisk speaking in the walls, Ron and
Hermione should hear hissing, yet they claim to hear nothing. A possible explanation for this could be that the
Basilisk is hissing very quietly, so Ron and Hermione can barely hear it, but Harry can make out the words as
he hears them in English. Muggles cannot enter Hogwarts. February 14, was a Sunday, meaning there should
have been no classes to interrupt. Cornelius Fudge When Harry is at the Quidditch pitch , reflecting with relief
that there will be no one in the castle to become victims of the monster of Slytherin , Professor McGonagall
shows up to say that the monster has struck again, and that everyone should return to their dormitories ,
presumably to keep them safe. However, the students would have been far safer to remain at the pitch while
the professors checked the castle again. Based on the fact that Harry, Ron and Lockhart are able to move
through the plumbing to get to the Chamber later on, it may be that the pipes for Hogwarts are simply that
large, or may change shape depending on their load, just as the staircases can move. This is meant to say that
Lord Voldemort is the last remaining descendant of Salazar Slytherin. This error was fixed in later editions of
the book.
3: Harry Potter & The Order of the Phoenix Bloomsbury 1st Edition Print SUPERB | eBay
Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets, Hardcover 1st edition, first printing with full number line See scans. Very good
overall price not clipped on DJ.

4: What's Your Harry Potter Worth? - One Girl Collecting
With the Half Blood Prince and the Deathly Hallows, there is also a very large printing, so they are easier to find and first
editions will state 'First Edition'. We could say much more on Collecting Harry Potter, including Deluxe editions,
advanced proofs, US editions, etc., but we shall end there today.

5: Harry Potter First Editions - Harry Potter at Catch The Snitch
Over million copies of the Harry Potter series have been sold world wide. Each new book, when it was released, toppled
sales records on the first day of sales (the later books selling million copies in one day).

6: First Edition Criteria and Points to identify Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone (U.S.)
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Harry Potter First Edition Hardbacks- Chamber Secrets, Goblet Fire, Sorcerer's Stone and Prisoner Azkaban.
CreateSpace Indie Print Publishing Made Easy.

7: Editions of Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban by J.K. Rowling
The main characteristics of a first edition first printing are a print line that reads "10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1" and the crediting of
"Joanne Rowling" not J.K. Prices on AbeBooks vary from $40, to $55,

8: Rowling First Edition 1stPrinting Harry Potter and The Chamber Of Secrets MINT | eBay
The philosophers stone is a 1st ed, 1st print (one of the ), chamber of secrets is a 1st edition 1st print, prisoner is a 1st
ed 1st print 1st state with errors, Goblet of fire is first edition by Omnia, and last are all 1st edition as stated.

9: V3 Harry Potter and the Sorcerers Stone HB W/DJ 1st Edition 1st Printing First | eBay
First up, hardcover first editions of the original Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone could fetch anywhere from $40,
to $55,Only were published, and went to libraries, so if.
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